BUTLER BREEDER'S INVITATIONAL SALE

SINCE 1998

SATURDAY, AUGUST 30, 2014
12:00 NOON

LOCKHART AUCTION
HWY 183 S • LOCKHART, TEXAS
DEDICATED TO THE BUTLER BLOODLINE

WWW.BUTLERTEXASLONGHORNS.COM

Your online resource for research & information

Over 5000 pedigrees and photographs as well as informative articles about yesterday’s Butler legends as well as today's generation of Butler Texas Longhorns

Butler Longhorn Museum

Contact
(281) 332-1393  (832) 341-2220
Director: Monica Hughes  www.b Butler longhorn museum.com
email: Butler longhorn museum info@yahoo.com
1220 Coryell St., League City, TX 77573
Schedule of Events

Labor Day Weekend
Saturday, August 30, 2014, 12:00 Noon
Lockhart Auction – Highway 183 S – Lockhart, Texas
(28 miles south of Austin)

Friday, August 29, 2014 - 12:00 Noon Cattle Viewing
Saturday, August 30, 2014 - 8:00 a.m. Cattle Viewing; 11:00 a.m. Lunch
12:00 p.m. Butler Breeder’s Invitational Sale

SALE HEADQUARTERS:
Lockhart Plum Creek Inn 512-398-4911
Best Western 512-620-0300
Additional hotel space conveniently located in Austin, Bastrop, Luling & San Marcos
Airports:   Lockhart Municipal Airport
           Bergstrom Airport – Austin
           San Antonio International
SALE DAY PHONE: 512-398-3476
Auctioneer: Joel Lemley
Pedigrees: Kaso Kety
Cattle Handler: Michael McLeod
Ringmen: Wyman Poe
Haulers: Ted Roush
Troy Robinett
Others to be announced

WEBCAST available at noon on Saturday at HorseAuctions.com
Phone Bidding must be pre-approved by August 28, 2014
For Pre-approval, call: 325-668-3552 or 325-473-1373

Consignors

446 Ranch
Lonnie Shan & Ray Cruthis
7303 County Rd 446
Thorndale, TX 76577-5406
512-289-9037
CR446Ranch@aol.com
LOT: 58A

Box Z Ranch
Steven Zunker & Louis Christa
1506 Harwood Rd
Luling, TX 78648-4062
210-827-3940
boxzranch@msn.com
LOT: 23

Broken Arrow Ranch
Lloyd (Speedy) & Doris La Fond
P. O. Box 86
Cherokee, TX 76832-0086
325-622-4393 Home; 956-346-5696 speedylel@msn.com
LOTS: 17, 47, 73

Buckhorn Cattle Co.
Buck & Sharon Adams
110 N. Broad St.
Guthrie, OK 73044-3336
405-260-1942 Home; 405-282-9800 Office
buckhorncattle@gmail.com
LOTS: 15, 53, 63, 64

Jason Christa
1506 Harwood Rd.
Luling, TX 78648
210-232-1818
jchri06@yahoo.com
LOT: 12

Dalgood Longhorns
Malcolm & Connie Goodman
6260 Inwood Dr.
Houston, TX 77057-3508
713-782-8422; 713-857-4027 Cell
dalgood@comcast.net
LOTS: 6, 36, 68

Falls Creek Longhorns
Stanley & Sandi Tidwell
2330 W FM 875
Midlothian, TX 76065-5915
972-989-8939
LOTS: 10, 24, 33, 75

Goodman/Beadle Partnership
Malcolm & Connie Goodman/
Ray Beadle
6260 Inwood Dr.
Houston, TX 77057-3508
713-782-8422; 713-857-4027 Cell
dalgood@comcast.net
LOT: 45

Harrell Ranch
Kent & Sandy Harrell
15 W 6th St., Suite 2510
Tulsa, OK 74119-5433
918-299-6402 Home; 918-587-2750 Office
kent@harrellranch.com
LOTS: 9, 28, 51, 74
Consignors continued...

Eugene C. Helmstetter
59506 S. Oaklawn Dr
Lacombe, LA 70445-3808
985-882-7519
LOTS: 8, 25, 35, 41, 69

Hooker Longhorns
Annie Morgan
20325 Classen Oaks
San Antonio, TX 78266
210-885-8653
annieoakley64@aol.com
LOT: 14

Hooks Longhorns
Russell & Felicia Hooks
P. O. Box 37
Jonesboro, TX 76538
409-381-0616
russellh@longhornroundup.com
LOT: 42

IM Rockin I Company LLC
Nancy Ince & Tony Mangold
30 FM 3351 N
Bergheim, TX 78004-1904
Nancy: 210-219-4681,

NInce@incedist.com
Tony: 830-237-5024,
tmandaol.com
LOTS: 46, 48

Jack Mountain Ranch
Hal & Betty Meyer
8000 Mt. Sharp Rd.
Wimberly, TX 78676-4261
512-842-1116 Home; 512-422-4681 Cell
halmeyer@hotmail.com
LOTS: 18, 44

Kety/McLeod/Doyle Partnership
Kaso Kety/Michael McLeod/Matt Doyle
355 C.R. 303A
Edna, TX 77957-4712
361-782-0155
ketyfolsom@aol.com
LOTS: 39, 57B

Kety/Sellers Partnership
Kaso Kety/Judi & Paul Sellers
3245 Sugarloaf Key Road, U21A
Punta Gorda, FL 33955
941-979-2419
ancop@yahoo.com
LOTS: 21, 43, 66

Lazy JP Ranch
Julie Pack
8451 County Road 258
Dublin, TX 76446-4956
254-592-9140
info@lazyjpranch.com
LOTS: 22, 56A, 56B

Little Ace Cattle Co.
Kaso, Lisa & Jake Kety
P. O. Box 386
Folsom, LA 70437
985-796-3918
ketyfolsom@aol.com
LOT: 3

Longhorn Cattle Co.
Terry R. Moore
10338 Antioch Rd
Vancleve, MS 39565
228-826-2635
longhorncattelco@bellsouth.net
LOT: 20

McLeod Ranch
Michael & Jackie McLeod
355 C.R. 303A
Edna, TX 77957-4712
361-782-0155
LOTS: 4, 27, 55A, 55B, 57A, 76

Rio Vista Ranch
Elmer & Susan Rosenberger
4818 Eck Lane
Austin, TX 78734
512-266-3250 Home; 512-422-8336 Cell
Elmer@riovistaranch.com
LOTS: 7, 30, 34, 38, 58C, 61, 70

Rocking P Longhorns
Brennan & Michele Potts
P. O. Box 579
Emory, TX 75440-0579
903-473-2430 Home; 903-348-5400 Cell
bpotts1@verizon.net
LOTS: 11, 72

Sand Hills Ranch
Dora Thompson
3502 Hwy 513
Mansfield, LA 71052
318-872-6329
echoofambush@aol.com
LOTS: 2, 31, 40, 62, 67

Shamrock Land & Cattle LLC
Gary & McKenna Donovan
P. O. Box 1825
Pendleton, OR 97801
541-490-4681
butlerlonghorns@yahoo.com
LOTS: 1, 26, 32, 71

Stanley Cattle Co.
David Stanley
3435 Talbert Ranch Rd.
China Springs, TX 76633
254-722-9606 Cell; 254-836-4223 Office
stanleycattleco@hotmail.com
LOT: 19

Star Creek Ranch
Darlene Aldridge & John Parmley
8405 FM 1361
Somerville, TX 77879-5761
979-272-3600 Home; 281-541-1200 Office
darlene@starckreekranch.com
LOT: 16

Texas Perfection Land & Longhorn Cattle
Matthew J. Durkin
P. O. Box 619
Jamestown, KY 42629
512-923-9015
mattdurkin1073@aol.com
LOTS: 13, 60

Triple R Ranch
Robert & Kim Richey
21000 Dry Creek Road
San Angelo, TX 76901
325-942-1198
r3ranch@aol.com
LOTS: 5, 29, 37, 58B, 65

Westfarms, Inc.
Matt & Dale Westmoreland
13529 Hwy. 450
Franklinton, LA 70438-4811
985-839-5713
westfarmsinc@gmail.com
LOTS: 49, 50, 52, 54, 59
Dear Texas Longhorn Breeders,

Welcome to the 2014 Butler Breeder’s Invitational. Each year, the Butler Breeder’s Invitational is committed to offering not only the finest in straight Butler cattle, but the finest in Texas Longhorns as well. This commitment is shared by our consignors and we are proud to be associated with them. We encourage you to contact them if you desire additional information on any of the sale lots. As Butler Texas Longhorn breeders, our commitment is two-fold. To the cattle, our commitment is to preserve and promote them to the best of our ability. To the people, it is to treat everyone with respect and welcome you as a guest in our own home.

Once again, our sale offering includes something for everyone. You will find proven producers, extremely high quality young stock with unlimited potential, bulls as well as frozen embryos and semen that can help take any program to the next level. Top breeders have long recognized that the best Texas Longhorns in the industry all have one thing in common: Butler Genetics. For seventeen years, the Butler Breeder’s Invitational has been the source for the finest in Butler breeding. The cattle market is soaring to all-time highs and now is an excellent time to take advantage of this positive market trend as prices are expected to climb even higher!

As an added feature, this year’s sale will be Webcast by HorseAuctions.com giving those who cannot attend, the opportunity to view and then phone bid on cattle they may be interested in. There will not be bidding on the webcast. All bidding must be done by using the sale day phone number. If you are interested in using this service, please call ahead for prior approval and more information.

We invite you to return with us to Lockhart for the great cattle and fun times the Butler Breeder’s Invitational has come to represent. As always, for everyone associated with the Butler Breeder’s Invitational, we thank you for your interest and your participation!

Kaso Kety
(985) 796-3918
P.O. Box 386
Folsom, Louisiana 70437

Michael McLeod
(361) 782-1055
355 C.R. 303A
Edna, Texas 77957-4712
Hand Crafted Quilt
Made & Donated by: Judi Sellers
King Size “Bear Paws” pattern

Homemade Lace Cookies
Made & Donated by: Fina Kety

Baby Donkey
Donated by: Ace Cattle Company - R.L. & Carol Londot

Longhorn Jerky/Beef Stick Sampler
Made & Donated by: Kety/Westfarms
Includes 5 packs of jerky, 5 packs of beef sticks & 5 packs of hot sticks

“Red-Nek” Wine Basket
Donated by: Marlene Isbell
Includes 2 Red-Nek wine glasses and a bottle of red wine

Vintage Barbed Wire on Barnwood
Made & Donated by: Dalgood Longhorns

Hand Crafted Longhorn Lamp
Made & Donated by: Kim & Robert Richey
Solid mesquite base lamp with antique 1971 Ezra Brooks Whiskey bottle commemorating the Texas Longhorn

Pair of 4 Horn Jacob Sheep
Made & Donated by: Little Ace Cattle Co.

Hand Painted OT Serving Pieces
Made & Donated by: Michele Potts & Susan Rosenberger
Includes Pie Plate with turquoise beaded Pie Server and Cheese Plate with turquoise beaded Cheese Tools

Hand Tooled Leather Binder
Donated by: Elmer & Susan Rosenberger
Includes previous BBI catalogs with price/buyer info

One-of-a-kind OT Aluminum Paperweight
Made & Donated by: Scott & Denita Young

All proceeds from this donated lot go to the Samuel Faske Benefit Account

Queen Charity
Moon Stone Chex x BH Butler Maiden
DOB 9-14-13
Donated by: IM Rockin I Company LLC - Nancy Ince & Tony Mangold
Striking brindle & white with flat horn, this yearling Butler heifer has a world of potential. Her pedigree is packed with some awesome genetics with Moon Stone Chex as sire and BH Butler Maiden as dam. Don’t miss out on this opportunity to improve your herd as well as contribute to a very worthy cause.

Brown Eyes Miss Victoria
SH Bold Secret 14/4 x Dutchess’s Brown Eyes
DOB 2-10-13 TLBAA: C285472
Donated by: The Butler Group
Brown Eyes Miss Victoria is already a proven moneymaker. Donated by Speedy La Fond to the TLBAA 50th Anniversary Golden Heifer Sale, Miss Victoria raised $6000 for the association’s building fund. Purchased by a group of Butler Breeders, she is once again being donated, with proceeds to benefit the Butler Breeder’s Invitational Sale and its chosen charitable opportunities which include Bright Futures Scholarships and other causes within the Butler Breeder community. This lot will enable us to maintain our long history of giving back to our members.
BL Butler Girl 522  
Consignor: Shamrock Land & Cattle LLC - Gary Donovan

PH No. 522  TLBAA No. C236645  Born: 9/4/05  
Color: Red and white  
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y  
Breeding Information: Exposed to Enrique Negro SR019 from 8/1/13 to 2/15/14.  

COMMENTS: Butler Girl has been a great cow for us. We have many daughters and granddaughters with size, color and horn. Nice easy going cow which she passes on to her calves. She is well represented in our herd and now it’s time to let her work for you.

Jackie Lynn 475  
Consignor: Sand Hills Ranch - Dora Thompson

PH No. 475  TLBAA No. C230231  Born: 2/25/04  
Color: Red & roan paint  
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y  

COMMENTS: Beautiful big-horned cow - 63” TTT on 5/6/14 & tons of total horn. I’ve retained 3 good heifers by her. Probably bred to SH Rocky Blue, a Dalgood’s Rocket Man son who throws base. She’s quiet & an easy keeper & a real front pasture cow. We recently weaned a look-alike heifer that we are keeping!
Little Ace Pali Fabulous
Consignor: Little Ace Cattle Co. - Kaso, Lisa & Jake Kety

PH No. 110/2 TLBAA No. C230687 Born: 1/20/02
Color: White, multi-colored roan, speckled
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Bull calf at side born 5/10/14 by Trinity R3. Exposed to Trinity R3 from 5/11/14 to sale date.

COMMENTS: This exceptional female has been a ranch favorite since birth. We ranked her mother among the best we’ve ever owned. The FM Graves 127 line is recognized for greatness and highly prized by those who are familiar with it. Fabulous is also a full sister to LA Pali Emily, owned by the Tidwells. Her bull calf at side is sired by Trinity R3, our horn showcase champion owned in partnership with the Richeys and will be exposed back to Trinity.

Jackie Lynn 321
Consignor: McLeod Ranch - Michael & Jackie McLeod

PH No. 321 TLBAA No. C217257 Born: 1/13/02
Color: Red, white lineback
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Midnight Hunter MC 49 from 3/20/13 to 3/10/14.

COMMENTS: Jackie Lynn 321 is a real pretty colored cow with flat twisty horns out of VJ Nestor, a Webb bred bull we used. She has been a good producer and we hate to part with her, but wanted to bring one of our best. Will calve out of Midnight Hunter MC 49 our black lineback Mesquite son that has heavy bases and a lot of horn. This has been a really good cross for us.
Mirabella BR3
Consignor: Triple R Ranch - Robert & Kim Richey

PH No. 1/14  TLBAA No. C287403  Born: 9/30/11
Color: Speckled forehead, red and white body
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Spanish Cowboy MC 6/1 from 12/1/13 to 5/5/14. Exposed to Preacher R3 from 5/21/14 to 8/15/14.

COMMENTS: Mirabella is out of a cow that has been a super producer for us. We think this young cow could add quality to your program. Bred to Spanish Cowboy - a Michael McLeod bred son of Hunter MC 69, longest horned Butler bull in the breed. Calf should be special.

Half Sister by Concho 24

Dalgood’s Carolina
Consignor: Dalgood Longhorns - Malcolm & Connie Goodman

PH No. 729  TLBAA No. C256949  Born: 6/9/07
Color: White with red spots on sides and lacey face
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y

COMMENTS: Young productive cow out of the “Ink Spot” cow that goes back to unusual old-time Butler genetics. Very nice Dalgood’s Rocky heifer at side. Exposed back to Dalgood’s Candy Man, an OT Droopy’s Big Base grandson.
**RVR Contessa Rose**
Consignor: Rio Vista Ranch - Elmer & Susan Rosenberger

PH No. 5/0  TLBAA No. C267863  Born: 2/4/10
Color: White, brown sides, specks on face
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to RVR Handsome Jack from 3/13/14 to 8/15/14.

COMMENTS: RVR Contessa Rose, the last daughter of the great Miss Ace Monarch FM74, is one of the best Butler cows we have ever produced at Rio Vista. Her unique coloring and beautiful horns make her a pasture stand out. With an awesome pedigree that combines old-time Butler greats with one of today’s top producing Butler bulls, Concho 24, Contessa Rose is truly the total package and we are proud to offer her at this year’s sale. Contessa sells exposed to RVR Handsome Jack, our young herd sire with 75” tt horns.

**LL Tangi Lady Lee**
Consignor: Eugene C. Helmstetter

PH No. 13  TLBAA No. C274620  Born: 4/1/11
Color: Parker brown, white back, mottled face
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to WF San Antonio 221 from 5/12/14 to sale date.

COMMENTS: Lee has solid genetics that combine the genetics of Moon Stone Chex and a good Creek Plantation cow. Sells with a blend heifer. Exposed to a R3 Carmon San Diego son. Possible 3-N-1. Palpation available sale day.
HR Lucy Moon
Consignor: Harrell Ranch - Kent & Sandy Harrell

PH No. 0818 TLBAA No. C267353 Born: 2/23/08
Color: Brown with white body and white face
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Heifer calf at side born 3/11/14 by Casino HR.
Exposed to Casino HR from 5/20/14 to 8/28/14.

COMMENTS: Moon Stone Chex, CP Ace High and Ace’s Mojo lay a
solid genetic foundation in this outstanding and very colorful 6 year old
that sells with an exciting heifer calf at side sired by Casino HR and
pasture exposed this spring the same way for a possible 3-N-1 package.
Study the pedigree and many of the all-time Butler greats make up the
ancestry of this great female. We are offering our best!

FC Miss Rave
Consignor: Falls Creek Longhorns - Stanley & Sandi Tidwell

PH No. 173 ITLA No. 257770 Born: 5/13/10
Color: Dark brown with white underline & speckled rump
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to FC Bold Asset.

COMMENTS: We do not sell at auction sales very often but when we
do we want our consignments to represent the top of our program. Miss
Rave is one of our best young cows. Her sire measured 70” at 5 yrs.
before his untimely death. His dam is a 70” horn R3 Santana grand-
daughter who is a cornerstone of our herd.
RM Marilyn
Consignor: Rocking P Longhorns - Brennan & Michele Potts

PH No. 285 TLBAA No. C1231209* Born: 9/24/04
Color: Red, white speckled underline & top of hips
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Wrangler Chex 535 from 2/16/14 to 8/27/14.

COMMENTS: RM Marilyn has been a constant producer for us since acquiring her from Red McCombs in 2009. A very good mother with nice lateral sweeping horns.

RVR Sweet Adeline Rose
Consignor: Jason Christa

PH No. 12/9 TLBAA No. C266245 Born: 4/14/09
Color: White, few black spots on shoulders, neck and eyes
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y

COMMENTS: This year marks 10 years raising Texas Longhorns and I wanted to offer a great package to my favorite sale. Adeline is an easy keeper, produces every year and has a bright future ahead of her. I am retaining two daughters as her replacements. She sells with a flashy bull calf at side out of RVR Max Z (McWeb’s Mac Jumbo x VJ Nestor’s Brenda). Adeline is bred to our up and coming herd sire owned with the Richeys, Trifecta BR3, a nice Trinity R3 x Emily Morgan BR3 son.
CP Ace’s Rose 311
Consignor: Texas Perfection Land & Longhorn Cattle - Matthew J. Durkin

PH No. 311 TLBAA No. C230109 Born: 3/28/03
Color: Red with white spots
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to League of Stars from 5/8/14 to 8/15/14.

COMMENTS: Dear Butler Breeders of America, we invite you to consider CP Ace’s Rose 311 for your herd. She is a beautiful speckled up Butler cow that has given us many years of service and not to mention 2 very fine heifers that will take her place on our ranch here in south-central Kentucky. She is bred to our Butler herd sire who will also sell in this year’s sale. Don’t miss your chance to pick up a very productive cow bred to a young and coming Butler herd sire. You can see more at www.texasperfection.com.

Serena BR3
Consignor: Hooker Longhorns - Annie Morgan

PH No. 22 TLBAA No. C215604 Born: 2/20/02
Color: Parker brown / black
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Rebel Command from 7/20/13 to present.

COMMENTS: Serena would make a wonderful foundation cow in anyone’s herd. She continues to outproduce herself. She is the dam of DDM Joker’s Wild, a beautiful steer shown by Samuel Faske. We are retaining a full sister to Joker as a replacement. Exposed to Rebel Command and should calve by sale date.
Baby Face Grace SWC 32/4
Consignor: Buckhorn Cattle Co. - Buck & Sharon Adams

PH No. 32/4 TLBAA No. CI234745* Born: 10/15/04
Color: Red and white
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y

COMMENTS: Primero Class on both sides. Raised by Sidewinder Cattle Company. This cow is 70” ttt and should be bred to Farlap Chex. We kept a heifer out of her.

Dalgood’s Chocolate Pie
Consignor: Star Creek Ranch - Darlene Aldridge & John Parmley

PH No. 405 TLBAA No. C235133 Born: 2/25/04
Color: Parker brown and chocolate
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Star Regard 927 from 12/16/13 to 1/17/14.

COMMENTS: We bought Dalgood’s Chocolate Pie at the Butler Sale when she was a heifer. Since then, we have used her in our blended program and she has calved every year. She has had six heifers and one bull. We have retained two heifers. Chocolate Pie is an awesome producer, milks very well with a beautiful udder, and very gentle. It is now time for her to move back into a straight Butler program to continue her genetics in the Butler line. You will love this cow as we have.
SCC Legend’s Dutchess
Consignor: Broken Arrow Ranch - Lloyd (Speedy) & Doris La Fond

PH No. 84 TLBAA No. C259922 Born: 10/24/08
Color: White, brown sides, ears, mealy face & nose
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Bull calf at side born 4/16/14 by RVR Paladin.
Exposed to RVR Paladin from 5/20/14 to sale date.

COMMENTS: This beautiful cow’s sire is SCC Legend! Beautiful parker brown with white lined back, belly lined white and brown socks and a mealy face. She had a very nice brown and white bull calf on 4/16/14 by my black Butler bull. Her horns are twisting out very nice. She is a great wealth of great Butler pedigrees. SCC Legend, FA Field Marshal & Coach on top and Ace’s Black Magic Man, Ace’s Mojo and Dixie Hunter on bottom. She is double registered TLBAA & ITLA, Millenium Futurity. You just can’t go wrong here. Possible 3-N-1 package.

Solos Mary Jack
Consignor: Jack Mountain Ranch - Hal & Betty Meyer

PH No. 83 TLBAA No. C260196 Born: 3/15/08
Color: White with black specks and roan
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Barb Wire MC 4/2 from 3/1/14 to sale date.

COMMENTS: Mary Jack is a wonderful blend of old Butler breeding. Nice combo of Ace’s Mojo and Monarch bloodlines. Mary Jack goes back to LittleAce JackRabbitSlim out of Ace’s Mojo and Hattie Bell. She has classic roan color along with flat, very nice and tight corkscrew horns. She has produced well on the ranch. Mary Jack is exposed to Barb Wire MC 4/2, the son of Hunter MC 69, from Michael McLeod’s breeding program.

Solos Mary Jack exposed to Barb Wire MC 4/2. “Thank you, Michael McLeod.”
SCC Rosie
Consignor: Stanley Cattle Co. - David Stanley

PH No. 242  TLBAA No. C277663  Born: 5/12/10
Color: White, red spotted
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to SCC Quantum from 2/23/14 to 6/30/14.

COMMENTS: Here’s a beautiful young SCC Centaurus daughter that’s developing into an exceptional cow. Her grandsires are Coach and VJ Tommie which has been a proven cross. She is exposed to SCC Quantum who is by Superior and SCC Bold Lady - last year’s high selling lot at this sale. Study her pedigree and you’ll see that she’s got the genetics for horn and solid lineup of Butler greats.

BL Rose Bud

Lot: 19
Buyer: Hal Meyer
Sale Price: $4,250.00

Luanna 9/07
Consignor: Longhorn Cattle Co. - Terry R. Moore

PH No. 9/07  TLBAA No. C270728  Born: 3/4/09
Color: Red
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to LAER King George from 5/1/13 to sale.

COMMENTS: Luanna is a young cow, dark red and parker brown, with pretty nice horns. I have her 2013 heifer to replace her. She is bred to LAER King George.

Lot: 20
Buyer: Jim Taylor
Sale Price: $1,600.00

Little Ace Jack

Lot: 31
Buyer: Klein Farms
Sale Price: $5,000.00

Little Ace Swamp Guinea
LAER Brindle Samantha
Consignor: Kety/Sellers Partnership - Kaso Kety/Judi & Paul Sellers

PH No. 411 TLBAA No. C276751 Born: 5/4/11
Color: Brindle sides and spots with lacey face
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to LittleAce JackRabbitSlim from 7/1/13 to 4/1/14. Exposed to Trinity R3 5/1/14 to sale.

COMMENTS: A wild colored daughter of George W. and a multi-colored Rocky daughter going back to the great Ms Cream Peas cow who was so influential in the Partlow herd. Her granddam and great granddam were both high sellers when they sold at the Butler Breeder’s Invitational. Exposed to LittleAce JackRabbitSlim, who also traces back to Ms Cream Peas and then to Trinity R3, a horn showcase champion. Either bull should produce an exceptional calf.

JP Roany Wiggles 108
Consignor: Lazy JP Ranch - Julie Pack

PH No. 108 TLBAA No. C279468 Born: 5/4/11
Color: Parker brown roan
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Heifer calf at side born 3/6/14 by SCC Chism. Exposed to SCC Chism from 3/6/14 to sale date.

COMMENTS: Roany is a great young cow with a fantastic future. Her dam is a consistent producer for us who still has a perfect udder at 14 years old. Roany’s first two calves were heifers and they both inherited her femininity and flawless conformation. With Miss Blue Denim FM 102, Classey Blubutler FM386, Little Ace Swamp Guinea and Delta Rockette right on her papers, she is a rock solid genetic package. Her heifer calf at side is by SCC Chism (Coach x MF Blue’s Jumbo), a full brother to the late SCC Centaurus from the Stanley Cattle Company program. We are retaining her dam and a half sister.
BZR Rosa
Consignor: Box Z Ranch - Steven Zunker & Louis Christa
PH No. 15/9 TLBAA No. C267846 Born: 10/4/09
Color: Red, white lineback, face and tail
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y

COMMENTS: We are proud to offer Rosa at this year’s Butler Breeder’s Invitational. Rosa is a daughter of the VJ Tommie x Guinnevere BR3 son, Durango Chex. Rosa is a complete cow with thickness, color, pedigree and a nice shape to her horns. She sells with a look-a-like HEIFER calf at side by RVR Trinidad, a Concho 24 x Trina Dode son. She is also bred back to our herd sire RVR Max Z, a nice VJ Nestor’s Brenda son, for a 3-N-1 package.

FC Rave’s Princessa
Consignor: Falls Creek Longhorns - Stanley & Sandi Tidwell
PH No. 250 TLBAA No. CI288389* Born: 3/24/10
Color: White with black on ears, feet, spots on neck
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to FC Bold Asset.

COMMENTS: A daughter of FC Rave Review who was a 70” horn son of Farlap Chex and our show champion Butler cow SH Jasper’s Comealong (70”). Princessa’s dam is a daughter of the Goodman’s Primero Class bull who has produced some high sellers for their program. Will have a calf at side by FC Field Detective and exposed back to FC Bold Asset, a Bold Ruler son. Great package.
LL Tangi Moon’s Heart  
Consignor: Eugene C. Helmstetter

PH No. 01 TLBAA No. C267949 Born: 5/5/10  
Color: White, brindle patches, blaze face  
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y  
Breeding Information: Exposed to WF San Antonio 221 from 5/12/14 to sale date.  

COMMENTS: Very gentle young JackRabbitSlim daughter. Production for years - take a look! Exposed to a R3 Carmon San Diego son. Palpation available sale day.

Hattie Bell, Grand Dam

Snow Princess SR310  
Consignor: Shamrock Land & Cattle LLC - Gary Donovan

PH No. 310 TLBAA No. C269666 Born: 3/22/10  
Color: Red lineback  
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y  
Breeding Information: Heifer calf at side born 4/17/14 by Enrique Negro SR019. Exposed to Starbuck SR0213 from 6/1/14 to sale date.  

COMMENTS: Really nice young cow with flat heavy horn that I got from RM King Leo. Heifer calf at side by Enrique Negro should be even better. One of those cows you hate to part with, but we need to make some room. Exposed to Starbuck SR0213, a solid black straight Butler bull by Farlap Chex.

Enrique daughter, 5/8 sister to calf at side
Jackie Lynn 951
Consignor: McLeod Ranch - Michael & Jackie McLeod

PH No. 951 TLBAA No. C272230 Born: 5/4/10
Color: Red
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y

COMMENTS: This is a real nice young cow that we are proud to offer at the Butler Sale. Her pedigree goes back to some of the greats of the breed including Red Iodine MC 44 that is one of our very best cows. 951 looks a lot like her. Bull calf at side by Dynamite MC 46. Exposed back to Festus MC 27. This is a terrific package.

HR Classy Belle
Consignor: Harrell Ranch - Kent & Sandy Harrell

PH No. 0514 TLBAA No. C228948 Born: 4/2/05
Color: Red with white marks on forehead
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Casino HR from 10/28/13 to 3/26/14.

COMMENTS: What a Butler pedigree!!! Classy Belle is a linebred half-brother, half-sister mating featuring the elite Butler genetics of Ace’s Dayton Desperado coupled with the breeding of Classinita FM 228 and Liberty Belle into one of the truly exceptional Butler pedigrees to be offered in recent years. Worlds of horn and femininity, Classy sells bred for a fall calf to Casino HR, our featured herd sire. This mating should be really interesting!!
**Christmas Sunshine 6/22**  
**Consignor: Triple R Ranch - Robert & Kim Richey**

PH No. 6/22   TLBAA No. C248999   Born: 12/23/06  
Color: Dark red, white speckled face and hips  
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y  
Breeding Information: Exposed to Little Ace Oscar Cain from 4/15/13 to 1/24/14. Exposed to Preacher R3 from 5/21/14 to 8/15/14.

**COMMENTS:** Christmas Sunshine is a beautiful, feminine young cow that has been productive for us. We have always had good success with Terry Moore bred animals. Sunshine is bred to Little Ace Oscar Cain for an outstanding calf.

---

**RVR Peggy Sue Rose**  
**Consignor: Rio Vista Ranch - Elmer & Susan Rosenberger**

PH No. 13/1   TLBAA No. C274307   Born: 7/11/11  
Color: White, parker brown specks & spots on sides and legs  
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y  

**COMMENTS:** Peggy Sue Rose is a beautiful young cow with a super Butler pedigree. Her granddam is Kaso Kety’s awesome Little Ace Mrs Delicious and her grandsires are Farlap Chex and Ace’s Sam. As an RVR Mr. Lucky daughter, Peggy Sue is correct in every way with excellent conformation and gorgeous coloring. She’s exposed to RVR Handsome Jack, our 75” ttt Concho 24 son, who is producing some beautiful offspring. This young cow would be an outstanding addition to any Butler program.
**SH Mammu Medicine**

**Consignor:** Sand Hills Ranch - Dora Thompson

PH No. 36/1 TLBAA No. C206858 Born: 5/22/01
Color: Red roan paint
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y

Breeding Information: Exposed to BL Freeway Chex 648 from 11/16/13 to 2/23/14. Exposed to SH Rocky Blue 26/3 from 2/24/14 to 8/1/14.

COMMENTS: Keeping a good black and white heifer from her. See Reference Photo. Great producing, hard to find R3 Santana daughter. Easy keeper, quiet, seems to cross well with anything. Chance to get some hard to find genetics.

**Daughter of SH Mammu Medicine by BL Freeway Chex**

**TC Miss Alexandria B**

**Consignor:** Shamrock Land & Cattle LLC - McKenna Donovan

PH No. 10/5 TLBAA No. C237688 Born: 3/30/05
Color: Red and white, lacey face
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y

Breeding Information: 2014 bull calf weaned off; Exposed to Starbuck SR0213 from 6/1/14 to sale date.

COMMENTS: This girl calves like clockwork and is a great mama. I have sold two daughters for some really good money. Bull calf at side will be pulled prior to sale to make room in the trailer for our long haul. Exposed to Starbuck SR0213, a solid black straight Butler bull by Farlap Chex.

**Starlet MC4, Daughter**
FC Mucho Mia  
Consignor: Falls Creek Longhorns - Stanley & Sandi Tidwell

PH No. 63 TLBAA No. C249530  Born: 11/20/06
Color: White head & rump, red sides
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to FC Bold Asset.

COMMENTS: This is a beautiful classic Butler cow with an old time pedigree. Her sire is a son of Dalgood’s Rocket Man going back to Ace’s Mojo & Delta Rockette. Three quarters of her pedigree is DeWitt Meshell breeding going back to the great producing bull Superior’s Dot twice. He sired the 80” horn MF TNT cow who is the dam of Field Marshal. Bred to our great Bold Ruler son.

RVR Pal Zoey Rose  
Consignor: Rio Vista Ranch - Elmer & Susan Rosenberger

PH No. 3/6 TLBAA No. C244647  Born: 4/15/06
Color: White with parker brown ears, spots and specks
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Bull calf at side born 2/7/14 by RVR Mr. Lucky. Exposed to RVR Mr. Lucky from 2/24/14 to 5/24/14. Exposed to RVR Handsome Jack from 6/1/14 to 8/15/14.

COMMENTS: Pal Zoey Rose is a very flashy cow with a pedigree to match, including VJ Tommie and Henry RG961 genetics. She is easy to handle, calves regular as clockwork, and has always produced flashy offspring for us. Zoey sells with a colorful bull calf at side sired by our Farlap Chex son, RVR Mr. Lucky, and is exposed back to our 75” ttt Concho son, RVR Handsome Jack, for a possible 3-N-1. With her genetics, Zoey will make a great addition to any Butler breeding program.
LL Tangi Rain Lady
Consignor: Eugene C. Helmstetter

PH No. 93 TLBAA No. C264608 Born: 9/23/09
Color: White with brindle sides
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to WF San Antonio 221 from 5/12/14 to sale date.

COMMENTS: Rain Lady is a young brindle white Preacher R3 daughter. Should have a calf by side before sale (not Butler). Exposed to a R3 Carmon San Diego son. Possible 3-N-1.

Lot: 35
Buyer: Ben & Phyllis Termin
Sale Price: $1,100.00

Preacher R3
  - Strider R3
  - Camon Miranda BR3
  - Dark Star Chex
  - Marisol BH
  - CP Josefina

OT Droopy's Big Base, Grand Dam

Dalgoods Blooming Azalea
Consignor: Dalgood Longhorns - Malcolm & Connie Goodman

PH No. 028 TLBAA No. C288400 Born: 6/29/10
Color: White with red patches on sides & specks on face
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Dalgood’s Tupelo from 6/14/13 to 10/27/13. Exposed to Buckaroo Chex from 10/27/13 to 8/15/14.

COMMENTS: Young beautiful Rocky daughter out of an OT Droopy’s Big Base daughter. This is the Rockette-Big Base cross that we strive for to achieve splotchy coloration, freckled face, and magnificent horn with large girth. Exposed to Buckaroo, our tri-colored patchy brindle bull.

Lot: 36
Buyer: Ray Beadle
Sale Price: $1,700.00

Dalgood’s Rocky
  - Ace’s Mojo
  - Delta Rockette

Dalgood’s Azalea
  - OT Droopy’s Big Base

OT Droopy’s Big Base, Grand Dam
Giselle BR3
Consignor: Triple R Ranch - Robert & Kim Richey

PH No. 1/9  TLBAA No. C287399  Born: 8/7/11
Color: Red head with white shield, white body, red spots on sides
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y

COMMENTS: Giselle is a pretty young Preacher daughter out of Christmas Sunshine, a Terry Moore bred cow. She’s bred to a parker brown son of Hunter MC 69, Spanish Cowboy MC 6/1, owned by Michael McLeod. Calf should be special.
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RVR Dottie Rose
Consignor: Rio Vista Ranch - Elmer & Susan Rosenberger

PH No. 4/0  TLBAA No. CT272292  Born: 1/17/10
Color: White, red ears, red spots & specks on sides, legs
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Heifer calf at side born 2/13/14 by Little Ace RVR Ramrod. Exposed to RVR Mr. Lucky from 2/24/14 to 5/24/14. Exposed to RVR Handsome Jack from 6/1/14 to 8/15/14.

COMMENTS: RVR Dottie Rose is an embryo transfer daughter out of VJ Tommie and MF Good Dot. Like other VJ Tommie offspring, she is big bodied with nice horn and conformation. She has a heifer calf at side sired by Little Ace RVR Ramrod (George W. x Little Ace of Alicia 96) and is exposed to RVR Mr. Lucky for a possible 3-N-1. For anyone wanting to add size and outstanding genetics to their Butler herd, Dottie Rose is for you.

RVR Dottie Rose

Lot: 37
Buyer: Celia McGregor
Sale Price: $1,300.00

Lot: 38
Buyer: Ben & Phyllis Termin
Sale Price: $2,900.00
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Candy Cane KMD
Consignor: Kety/McLeod/Doyle Partnership - Kaso Kety/Michael McLeod/Matt Doyle

PH No. 3/2 TLBAA No. C288708 Born: 2/20/12
Color: White, red speckles and spots
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to LittleAce JackRabbitSlim from 3/1/14 to 7/30/14. Exposed to Trinity R3 from 8/1/14 to sale date.

COMMENTS: This is a really nice Oscar Cain heifer with exceptionally strong maternal lines. Her mother is a super cow and a daughter of the fabulous Ace’s Brownie’s Magic. This family of cattle raises great calves and is known for tight corkscrew type horns. She has been exposed to LittleAce JackRabbitSlim, a producer of twisty horn daughters, and then to Trinity R3.

SH Bevo Buttons 20/2
Consignor: Sand Hills Ranch - Dora Thompson

PH No. 20/2 TLBAA No. C281927 Born: 2/20/12
Color: Roan with scattered spots
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y

COMMENTS: A real nice heifer by SH Rocky Blue out of the good Jackie Lynn 861 cow. She has great body, good base and horn, and a sweet disposition. Probably bred to our black and white Farlap Chex son, BL Freeway Chex. I like the looks of this heifer and hope you like her too. Photo at 26 months.
**LL Tangi Lady Redd**  
**Consignor:** Eugene C. Helmstetter  

PH No. 21  
TLBAA No. C280708  
Born: 2/25/12  

Color: Red  
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y  
Breeding Information: Exposed to WF San Antonio 221 from 5/12/14 to sale date.  

**COMMENTS:** Take a look at this Red Bull daughter. Put her to work for you. Years of production ahead. Exposed to a R3 Carmon San Diego son. Palpation available sale day.

**Concho’s Magic 100**  
**Consignor:** Hooks Ranch - Russell & Felicia Hooks  

PH No. 04/12  
ITLA No. 265337  
Born: 2/29/12  

Color: Brown/black sides with white topline, rump and head  
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y  
Breeding Information: Exposed to Dalgood-BLC Kulik from 5/18/14.  

**COMMENTS:** Beautiful dark brown daughter of Concho 24. We purchased this heifer with her dam at the TLBAA Horn Showcase from the Richeys. Concho is proving himself to be a great producer and her dam is a dark brown Coach daughter going back to some great females like Miss Redmac 256, Maressa, Graves 68, FM Graves 100. As an added bonus, she is bred to last year’s high-selling bull. Great genetic opportunity.
LAER Alicia Rose
Consignor: Kety/Sellers Partnership - Kaso Kety/Judi & Paul Sellers

PH No. 3/2 TLBAA No. C285312 Born: 3/17/12
Color: White body with brindle sides
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to LittleAce JackRabbitSlim from 7/1/13 to 4/1/14. Exposed to Trinity R3 5/1/14 to sale.

COMMENTS: This heifer is a great example of why we are so excited about Oscar Cain’s abilities as a sire. This heifer is correct, clean, a rainbow of color and loaded with horn. Her multi-colored mother has massive horns and resembles her granddam, the incredible Miss Blue Denim. Other elite females in her pedigree include LittleAce Alicia of ’96, Alicia of ’83, Delta Rockette, Classey BluButler and Sweet & Sassey. Wow! She has been exposed to LittleAce JackRabbitSlim, and then to Trinity R3.

JMR Miss Chex
Consignor: Jack Mountain Ranch - Hal & Betty Meyer

PH No. 2/2 TLBAA No. C288104 Born: 4/19/12
Color: White with black spots and lacey face
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Barb Wire MC 4/2 from 3/1/14 to sale date.

COMMENTS: Miss Chex’s pedigree features some of the all time Butler greats including Monarch 103, Ace’s Plum Mojo, VJ Tommie, and Dark Star BR3. This super heifer is loaded with color and horn, very gentle and easy to handle. She is a front pasture longhorn that will work well in any breeder’s program. Miss Chex is out of one of our best producing Butler cows. Miss Chex is exposed to Barb Wire MC 4/2, the son of Hunter MC 69 from the Michael McLeod breeding program. Miss Chex has a wonderful future ahead.
Dalgood-BLC Lotsa Fun
Consignor: Goodman/Beadle Partnership - Malcolm & Connie Goodman/ Ray Beadle

PH No. 217  TLBAA No. C284236  Born: 4/25/12
Color: Red
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breading Information: Not exposed.

COMMENTS: Striking Rocky heifer out of Little Ace Lotsa Spots 81/8, a big horned female that we purchased as a heifer at the 2010 Butler sale. As her dam did, Lotsa Fun is showing “lotsa” early horn growth with “lotsa” base. Not exposed yet.

IM Queen Fire
Consignor: IM Rockin I Company LLC - Nancy Ince & Tony Mangold

PH No. 82  TLBAA No. C280238  Born: 5/11/12
Color: Orange
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breading Information: Exposed to Hubbell’s Captain Hook from 1/15/14 to sale date.

COMMENTS: IM Queen Fire has a rich heritage of proven Butler genetics. Farlap Chex and Dark Star Chex have produced some of the best offspring in the Butler/Blend breed. I really didn’t want to sell this young girl, but I wanted to bring something great that represented our program! Exposed to Hubbell’s Captain Hook 1/15/14 to sale date for a phenomenal outcross! This mating is to demonstrate hybrid vigor potential of Butler Cattle! I would be glad to buy back the heifer from whoever buys this cow. Don’t miss out on an opportunity to take your program to the next level!
Guinnevere BR3’s Queen  
Consignor: Broken Arrow Ranch - Lloyd (Speedy) & Doris La Fond

**PH No. 12/4 TLBAA No. C280914 Born: 5/15/12**

- Color: White, brown eyes, nose and socks
- Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
- Breeding Information: Heifer calf at side born 4/26/14 by Legend’s Field Marshal. Exposed to RVR Paladin from 9/20/14 to sale date.

**COMMENTS:** This beautiful Butler heifer is going to be another really good cow for your program. She is another Butler cow out of Rio Vista Ranch. She is out of my very best cow RVR Belami Rose and by Sir Lancelot BMP. I think Queen will be an awesome cow. She had a beautiful heifer calf on 4/26/14. She is double registered TLBAA & ITLA. She is Millenium Futurity. Check out her pedigree. Sire is Sir Lancelot BMP; Wrangler Chex & VJ Tommie, SCC Legend, FA Field Marshal, and Windwalker FM50. Don’t miss out on this great heifer.

---

**Queen Maiden**  
Consignor: IM Rockin I Company LLC - Nancy Ince & Tony Mangold

**PH No. 85 TLBAA No. C280239 Born: 5/17/12**

- Color: White with black specs
- Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
- Breeding Information: Exposed to Hubbell’s Captain Hook from 1/15/14 to sale date.

**COMMENTS:** Queen Maiden is one beautiful cow! She looks like a soft blue roan, with twist in her horns. Her pedigree goes back to some of the great Ace’s breeding. She is very fertile; she had twins this year. She is bred to our Bronze winning, Hubbell’s Captain Hook, exposed 1/15/14 to sale date. This blend outcross promises to add tons of horn and lower it at the same time. I would be glad to buy back the heifer from whoever buys this cow. This mating is to demonstrate hybrid vigor potential of Butler Cattle!
Westfarms Apache 218
Consignor: Westfarms, Inc. - Matt & Dale Westmoreland

PH No. 218 TLBAA No. C283578 Born: 6/26/12
Color: Red and white spotted
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to WF San Antonio 221 from 5/1/14 to 8/15/14.

COMMENTS: Apache is one of the prettiest heifers that we have raised. She is correct, balanced and feminine. Excellent pedigree and the horns to prove it. Help yourself.

Westfarms Dewberry 212
Consignor: Westfarms, Inc. - Matt & Dale Westmoreland

PH No. 212 TLBAA No. C283572 Born: 7/8/12
Color: Red
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to WF San Antonio 221 from 5/1/14 to 8/15/14.

COMMENTS: Dewberry is truly an elite longhorn. She is by Hunter’s Droopy, an over 70” ttt son of Hunter MC 69 who is nearing 80” ttt himself, and out of LittleAceDoublyDelicious, an absolutely wonderful female. These genetics are as predictable as you can get and Dewberry puts it all together.
HR Red's Girl
Consignor: Harrell Ranch - Kent & Sandy Harrell

PH No. 1248 TLBAA No. C284046 Born: 8/31/12
Color: Brown with white face, neck, belly
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Casino HR from 5/9/14 to 8/28/14.

COMMENTS: The first daughter of Red Bull HR offered at public auction. We sold Red Bull to John and Jane Thate and his first calves have been outstanding. Red's Girl is a super nice female with lots of femininity and horn development. Sells pasture exposed to Casino HR for a spring 2015 calf. Palpation information available sale day.

Westfarms Pizzazz 312
Consignor: Westfarms, Inc. - Matt & Dale Westmoreland

PH No. 312 TLBAA No. C288021 Born: 10/13/12
Color: Red sides with white lineback
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Not exposed.

COMMENTS: This heifer has solid genetics top and bottom. She is colorful and feminine. Take her home and let her work for you.
BH Butler Crimson
Consignor: Buckhorn Cattle Co. - Buck & Sharon Adams

PH No. 256 TLBAA No. C283554 Born: 10/18/12
Color: Red and white
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Not exposed.

COMMENTS: This heifer sells not exposed, ready for your bull of choice. Sire is a Coach son with 67” ttt. Dam’s grand sire is Coach & she measures 73” ttt. Horn genetics!

West Farms Droopy Daniel
Consignor: Westfarms, Inc. - Matt & Dale Westmoreland

PH No. 313 TLBAA No. C288020 Born: 12/1/12
Color: Red and white speckled
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Not exposed.

COMMENTS: This is foundation genetics at its best. This Danielle line is the basis of Loomis’ big-horned Danielle cattle and Creek Plantation is using a herd sire by Ace’s Connie Danielle. Excellent opportunity here.
Jackie Lynn 4066
PH No. 4066 TLBAA No. C287986 Born: 3/28/13
Color: White, red sides and ears
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Superior MC 5/2 from 10/1/13 to 8/28/14.

COMMENTS: Real pretty heifer out of Classic Butler ML 2/8, a Festus MC 27 son we raised and have been using with great success. The calves out of him have been doing real well. Nice heifer that should make a really good cow.

Jackie Lynn 4070
PH No. 4070 TLBAA No. C287987 Born: 2/20/13
Color: Red, white on face
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Superior MC 5/2 from 10/1/13 to 8/28/14.

COMMENTS: Nice heifer out of Hunter’s Droopy MC 91 that has big bases and real heavy horns. Droopy is out of Hunter MC 69 the longest horned Butler bull in the breed. On dam’s side, out of a real good Dynamite MC 46 daughter. This is some of our best breeding.

JP Frosted Denim
PH No. 301 TLBAA No. C287727 Born: 3/25/13
Color: White, parker brown roan feet
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Not exposed.

COMMENTS: Frost is out of a proven cow line with numerous Butler greats. She is out of our Coach x MF Blue’s Jumbo son, SCC Chism, and a young granddaughter of Little Ace Swamp Guinea. She has fantastic conformation and makes a beautiful picture with her striking black horns. She has all the makings of a solid brood cow.

JP Western Queen
PH No. 302 TLBAA No. C287728 Born: 5/29/13
Color: White, red ears, nose and feet, red roan sides
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Not exposed.

COMMENTS: This is one of the nicest heifers we have raised. Her dam, Windwalker’s Queen, is still a solid producer at the age of 14 and we are retaining her ’12 daughter, which is why we are able to offer Queen for sale at this time. Queen’s sire is SCC Chism, our Coach x MF Blue’s Jumbo son. He has been doing great things for us and Queen is no exception. She will be a quality addition to anyone’s herd.
Jackie Lynn 4065
PH No. 4065  TLBAA No. C287989  Born: 5/6/13
Color: Red, white underline, lineback and lacy face
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Superior MC 5/2 from 10/1/13 to 8/28/14.
COMMENTS: Pretty red lineback heifer with a lacy face out of a
real colorful brindle and white Dynamite MC 46 son, Firecracker ML
1/8. On the bottom side goes back to Jackie Lynn 2669 one of our
best Super Butler daughters that is still producing at 20 years old.

Desperado’s Santa Fe 67
VJ Nestor’s Snow Flake
Jackie Lynn 989
Jackie Lynn 427

Miss Firecracker KMD 31
PH No. 31  TLBAA No. C287988  Born: 2/16/13
Color: Black, white spots
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Superior MC 5/2 from 10/1/13 to
8/28/14.
COMMENTS: Beautiful black and white Firecracker ML 1/8 daugh-
ter out of a Sellers cow we bought at the Butler Sale a few years
back. Should make a front pasture cow. Exposed to Superior MC
5/2, a Hunter MC 69 son that we are using.

Desperado’s Santa Fe 67
VJ Nestor’s Snow Flake
Little Ace Predator
ER Jo Jo

SEMEN LOT

Lot: 58A
Buyer: Lazy JP Ranch
Sale Price: $250.00

Lot: 58B
Buyer: Hooks Longhorns
Sale Price: $150.00

Lot: 58C
Buyer: Lazy JP Ranch
Sale Price: $100.00
WF Conquistador 325
Consignor: Westfarms, Inc. - Matt & Dale Westmoreland

PH No. 325 TLBAA No. B88323 Born: 3/12/13
Color: Red and white spotted
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV):
Breeding Information:

Comments: Wow! They say bring some of your best, well sometimes it's a bull. He's by Hunter MC 69 who is nearing 80" ttt and out of possibly the two best producing cow families in Butler genetics. WF Conquistador is the real deal.

Lot: 59
Buyer: Malcolm Goodman
Sale Price: $4,000.00

Hunter MC 69

Festus MC 27

VJ Nestor
VJ Tommie (aka Unlimited)
VJ Curly's Girl
Mesquite 634
Jackie Lynn 1/200
Ace's Mojo
Plum Jelly 838/T
Mr Redmac 732
White Dot
Dode's Boy
Pam 3/0
Henry B.
Miss Rosie

Jackie Lynn 2686
Ace's Plum Mojo
Red Dot MC 447
Dozier
Red Rose
Henry B.
Miss Rosie

Conquistaroon

Ace's Dayton
Desperado

Plum Jelly 838/T
FM Graves 54
Dixie Hunter
FM Graves 102

League of Stars
Consignor: Texas Perfection Land & Longhorn Cattle - Matthew J. Durkin

PH No. 47/5 TLBAA No. B77932 Born: 4/30/07
Color: White with red speckled face and body
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV):
Breeding Information:

Comments: Dear Butler Breeders of America, we invite you to consider League of Stars as consideration of your next herd sire. With 62" TTT and plenty of total horn that is flat with nice upwards twist that puts lots of horn on all his offspring. His color is nothing short of spectacular and gives us speckled calves year after year, the multi-colored browns and reds in his coat and mottled face make him a very fine herd sire. His pedigree goes back to Welfare RG921; take a good look and you will see the resemblance. League has given us many years of fine calves and we have used him on our blended herd as well. Please visit us at www.texasperfection.com for more details.

Lot: 60
Buyer: Wayne Mayfield
Sale Price: $1,500.00

Concho 24

VJ Nestor
VJ Tommie (aka Unlimited)
VJ Curly's Girl

Jackie Lynn 2660
Ace's Plum Mojo
Welfare RG921

Shenandoah Nick
Jackie Lynn 2660

Dode Gravens FM962
Welfare RG921

Miss Pauline RG935

Samantha Butler RK35
Ace's Sam

Dode's Boy
Pam 3/0
Dixie Hunter

League of Stars, Sire

Hunter MC 69, Sire

Oh Susanna Butler

Concho 24

VJ Nestor
VJ Tommie (aka Unlimited)
VJ Curly's Girl

Jackie Lynn 171
Jackie Lynn 171

Dode Gravens FM962
Welfare RG921

Miss Pauline RG935

Samantha Butler RK35
Ace's Sam

Dode's Boy
Pam 3/0
Dixie Hunter

Concho 24, Sire
VJ Nestor’s Brenda
Consignor: Rio Vista Ranch - Elmer & Susan Rosenberger

PH No. 198 TLBAA No. C199882 Born: 5/6/00
Color: Red, white lineback, lacy face
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Little Ace RVR Ramrod from 6/24/13 to 12/1/13, Exposed to RVR Silvio from 4/24/14 to 5/24/14.

COMMENTS: VJ Nestor’s Brenda is one of our best foundation cows with a great production record, giving us offspring like RVR Max Z, herd sire at the Box Z Ranch, and RVR Brenda Rose, an absolutely awesome 2010 Concho 24 daughter that we retain. You can’t go wrong with this outstanding cow out of the Tommie Sue line that worked so well in the Webb’s breeding program. Brenda sells exposed to Little Ace RVR Ramrod (George W. x Little Ace Alicia of 96).

SH Iodine Santana 18/9
Consignor: Sand Hills Ranch - Dora Thompson

PH No. 18/9 TLBAA No. C264063 Born: 3/15/09
Color: Dark red lineback, legs, ears, nose, switch, white underline, head & chest
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y

COMMENTS: Beautiful K&B Jasper daughter with HTJ Blue Class and MF No Iodine on bottom. Very colorful bull calf by our Farlap Chex son (black & white). Should be bred back to SH Rocky Blue who throws base and color. Great cow with good disposition, easy keeping and very pretty.
Consignor: Buckhorn Cattle Co. - Buck & Sharon Adams
Stored at Elgin Breeding Service. Seller pays shipping to one location in continental US.

**SEmen/Embryos Lot #1**

10 Straws Dark Star Chex

10 Straws Farlap Chex

**Embryos**

3 Embryos
Coach X BL Cinnamon N Sage 761

Delta Sage, Grand Dam

1 Embryo
Coach X BL Guinneveres Angel

Coach, Sire

Guinnevere B R3, Grand Dam

**SEmen/Embryos Lot #2**

10 Straws Dark Star Chex

10 Straws Farlap Chex

**Embryos**

2 Embryos
Coach X BL Cinnamon N Sage 761

Delta Sage, Grand Dam

2 Embryos
Coach X BL Sassy Liza

BL Sassy Liza, Dam
Esmerelda BR3
Consignor: Triple R Ranch - Robert & Kim Richey

PH No. 1/12 TLBAA No. C287402 Born: 9/3/11
Color: Blaze face, speckled red on body
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Spanish Cowboy MC 6/1 from 12/1/13 to 5/5/14. Exposed to Preacher R3 from 5/21/14 to 8/15/14.

COMMENTS: Esmerelda is from Trinity’s first calf crop and features a strong pedigree, shows plenty of color, good horn base, shape and length. Her Spanish Cowboy MC 6/1 calf this fall should be a winner.

LAER Jo Jo’s Fancy
Consignor: Kety/Sellers Partnership - Kaso Kety/Judi & Paul Sellers

PH No. 1/0 TLBAA No. C273090 Born: 5/30/10
Color: Roan and spotted head, hips, red sides
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to LittleAce JackRabbitSlim from 7/1/13 to 4/1/14. Exposed to Trinity R3 5/1/14 to sale.

COMMENTS: Jo Jo’s Fancy is a very pretty young cow that is super gentle. This JackRabbitSlim daughter is out of ER Jo Jo, who was a permanent fixture in our herd. Jo Jo was one of the best and most consistent producers we have owned. Jo Jo’s Fancy appears to be following in her footsteps, giving us a gorgeous heifer last year that we have retained. She has been exposed back to her sire, then to our horn producer, Trinity R3.
SH Freeway Star 57/10
Consisor: Sand Hills Ranch - Dora Thompson

PH No. 57/10 TLBAA No. C271713 Born: 6/18/10
Color: Red
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y

COMMENTS: Great pair - Farlap Chex on top and Festus MC 27 on bottom. This one is going to have a lot of horn and has super base. Her heifer calf will follow in her footsteps and looks just like her. She’s in great condition for raising a big calf. Great breeding! Possibly a 3-N-1.

Dalgood’s Chantilly Lace
Consisor: Dalgood Longhorns - Malcolm & Connie Goodman

PH No. 850 TLBAA No. C269787 Born: 12/31/08
Color: Blue roan
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Dalgood’s Candy Man from 2/6/14 to 8/15/14.

COMMENTS: True blue roan out of a gorgeous blue roan dam that we sold at the 2009 Butler sale and is now owned by the Isbells. This 5-year-old goes back to two of our favorite genetic lines -- Delta Rockette and the “Wax Horn” cow. Exposed to Dalgood’s Candy Man, an OT Droopy’s Big Base grandson.
LL Tangi Concho Beauty  
Consignor: Eugene C. Helmstetter

PH No. 91  TLBAA No. C261276  Born: 10/17/08
Color: Roan with brown spots  
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y  
Breeding Information: Exposed to WF San Antonio 221 from 5/12/14 to sale date.

COMMENTS: An own daughter of Concho 24 out of a Dark Star Chex dam. Can these genetics help your program? Take a look. Exposed to a R3 Carmon San Diego son. Palpation available sale day.

Rox Ann Butler RK3  
Consignor: Rio Vista Ranch - Elmer & Susan Rosenberger

PH No. 3  TLBAA No. C230490  Born: 10/1/04
Color: Dark red and white paint  
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y  
Breeding Information: Exposed to Little Ace RVR Ramrod from 6/24/13 to 9/18/13. Exposed to RVR Mr. Lucky from 9/19/13 to 2/24/14.

COMMENTS: Rox Ann Butler is a richly colored Tom Horn daughter, going back to Coach on the top side and Classic, Leta Boom and Welfare on the bottom. She’s been a good producer for us and we are retaining her 2011 heifer sired by Wrangler Chex. She sells exposed to Little Ace RVR Ramrod, a George W. son, and then to RVR Mr. Lucky. Don’t miss out on this gold mine of top notch Butler genetics.
TC Miss Winona B
Consignor: Shamrock Land & Cattle LLC - Gary Donovan

PH No. 9/5  TLBAA No. C237687  Born: 3/29/05
Color: Red brindle and white
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Enrique Negro SR019 from 10/1/13 to 2/15/14.

COMMENTS: Really nice cow out of the Thate program. Good mama and an easy keeper. Her pedigree is loaded with Butler greats. Bred to calve June/July to Enrique, our solid black double bred Henry son.

RVR Lucinda Rose
Consignor: Rocking P Longhorns - Brennan & Michele Potts

PH No. 8/8  TLBAA No. C254844  Born: 3/10/08
Color: Parker brown with black nose
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Wrangler Chex 535 from 12/16/13 to 8/27/14.

COMMENTS: Lucinda is a parker brown beauty. This young cow sports two great bulls in her pedigree in FA Field Marshal and R3 Dylan. We are retaining her 2013 heifer. If you like colorful calves, Lucinda is for you.
**Concho 24’s Wildfire**

*Consignor: Broken Arrow Ranch - Lloyd (Speedy) & Doris La Fond*

PH No. 9/6 TLBAA No. C262575 Born: 3/21/09
Color: Brown and white speckled
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to RVR Paladin from 7/20/13 to 3/1/14. Exposed to Legend’s Field Marshal from 3/1/14 to 4/13/14.

**COMMENTS:** She is a beautiful cow, mostly brown with white speckled on hind quarters and belly, brown head, nose, ears & front shoulders. As pretty as she can be! Her horns just keep getting better all the time. She won a belt buckle at the ITLA Championship Show in 2010. Double registered TLBAA & ITLA. She is a Butler gold mine! VJ Nestor, VJ Tommie, R3 Dylan, Ace’s Dayton Desperado & Dode’s Boy. She should calve by sale date or soon after. She is an easy keeper & loves to eat range cubes from my hand. I’m crazy for selling her!

![Wildfire's 2013 Heifer](image)

**Belle SWC 4/9**

*Consignor: Harrell Ranch - Kent & Sandy Harrell*

PH No. 4/9 TLBAA No. C265496 Born: 4/5/09
Color: Red and white
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Casino HR from 9/11/13 to 3/26/14.

**COMMENTS:** Purchased as a heifer in the 2010 Butler Sale, Belle is truly an exceptional female with worlds of horn and color. Measured this spring at 69 1/4 inches tip to tip, this exciting 5 year old is truly special. Sells bred for a fall calf to Casino HR, our colorful 71 inch tip to tip herd sire that will turn 4 this fall. Truly an exceptional female that will work in any program.

![Belle SWC 4/9](image)
**Buttercup 34**
Consignor: Falls Creek Longhorns - Stanley & Sandi Tidwell

PH No. 34 TLBAA No. C218657 Born: 4/15/01
Color: Red face, neck, shoulders with red & white spotted body
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to FC Bold Asset.

**COMMENTS:** This beautiful cow has a pedigree filled with some old time great Butler genetics. Buttercup is an easy keeper & has a lot of eye appeal. We are retaining a look-a-like heifer as her replacement. Bred to our young Bold Ruler X SH Jasper’s Fancy (77”) son, FC Bold Asset.

![Buttercup 34](image)

**Jackie Lynn 464**
Consignor: McLeod Ranch - Michael & Jackie McLeod

PH No. 464 TLBAA No. C225575 Born: 12/4/03
Color: Red, white lineback and underline, frosted face
Bangs Vaccinated (OCV): Y
Breeding Information: Exposed to Festus MC 27 from 9/1/13 to 8/30/14.

**COMMENTS:** This is a real nice big horned cow that has been a good producer for us. Her pedigree speaks for itself, some of the best ever. Bred to our senior herd sire, Festus MC 27. Festus has produced the longest horned Butler bull in the breed and we also have a daughter of his that is 79-3/4” tip to tip. This is a good opportunity to own some of our best breeding.

![Jackie Lynn 464](image)
BUTLER BREEDER’S INVITATIONAL
TEXAS LONGHORN SALE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR SALE OF CATTLE

1. BIDDING: Each animal will be sold to the highest bidder; seller reserves on price will be announced if not met.
2. BIDDING DISPUTES: The Auctioneer in charge will settle any disputes as to bids, and his decision on such matters shall be final.
3. TERMS: Terms of the sale are cash or check to the clerk at the conclusion of the auction.
4. CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY: A certificate of registration will be furnished and transferred to the purchaser. Give full name and address to the clerk when making payments so the certificate of registry will be transferred properly.
5. HEALTH: All animals are eligible for interstate shipment unless otherwise noted from the auction box at the time of sale. Interstate health certificates will be furnished for each animal.
6. ANNOUNCEMENTS: Any changes from information of any kind in the catalog will be announced from the auction box and such announcements shall take precedence.
7. POSSESSION: Immediately after the animal is sold, it will be the sole risk and responsibility of the buyer thereof, but possession cannot be obtained by him until payment is made. All animals must be removed from the sale grounds by noon on August 31, 2014. If the buyer is unable to take possession of an animal by noon, August 31, 2014, he must make arrangements with the promoters of the Butler Breeder’s Invitational for care of the stock until possession can be taken.
8. LIABILITIES: All persons who attend the sale do so at their own risk and the promoters of the Butler Breeder’s Invitational Texas Longhorn Sale, their agents and employees assume no liability, legal or otherwise, for any accidents that may occur.
9. CONTRACT: The above terms and guarantees shall constitute a contract between the buyer and the seller of each animal sold.
10. TRANSPORTATION: Delivery of purchased stock at buyer’s expense can be arranged by sale officials. Livestock hauling representatives will be announced prior to the auction.
11. GUARANTEE: All animals sold are guaranteed breeders by the owner. Females in calf, or with calf at side, are considered breeders without further guarantee. Buyers will have six months for all other breeding age cattle to breed. At the end of this six month period, the buyer will notify the seller of any animal’s inability to breed. The seller will have the option of breeding the animal in question for six months or making other arrangements to get the animal to breed. The seller will issue a full refund and will be responsible for all transportation costs if he is unable to get the animal to breed within this period. Breeder guarantees are strictly between the individual consignors and the purchasers at the sale. Females vet checked safe with calf will be announced at sale time. All suckling calves are given to the purchaser FREE and no guarantee of any kind applies to suckling calves. Gross negligence or willful misconduct on the part of the purchaser will void all guarantees.
12. NOTICE: The promoters of the Butler Breeder’s Invitational Texas Longhorn Sale are merely acting as an agent in this sale and are not responsible in any manner whatsoever for any representation made by the seller. Neither the sale manager, nor any other person connected with the management of the sale, assumes any liability, legal or otherwise. The purchaser must look to the seller for fulfillment of all guarantees and representations made thereunder.
13. PEDIGREES: The information on the pedigrees on the animals listed in the Butler Breeder’s Invitational Texas Longhorn Sale catalog has been furnished by the owner.

Phone bids will be accepted only with prior credit approval. Contact Sale Manager for details.
JANIS WEBB

After sixteen wonderful years, the heart and soul of the Butler Breeder's Group and the Butler Breeder's Invitational, Mrs. Janis Webb, felt that it was time to retire. She is a force, and a presence impossible to replace. Her dedication, commitment and love for not just the Butler Bloodline, but for the Butler people served as an inspiration and strength to those around her.

Together, with her husband Vernon, they formed VJ Longhorns and soon began acquiring elite Butler genetics from DeWitt and Evelyn Meshell. A lifelong friendship was formed and the cattle produced have made a profound and lasting impact on the Texas Longhorn breed. From a relatively small herd sprung a long list of household names including VJ Tommie, MF Double Droopy, VJ Nestor, VJ Smarty, OT Superior’s Droopy, VJ Mamu, VJ Hannah, VJ Curly Girl and the Iodine line of cattle, to name a few.

From the beginning, she was much more than just the sale coordinator; she handled all aspects of our cause, never asking for thanks or recognition. In fact, she seems embarrassed by both.

Much of our success and the survival of the Butler bloodline is due directly to the efforts of Janis. It is a debt that cannot be repaid. At times like this when words fail, we simply say:

"Janis, thank you and we love you!!"

The Butler Breeders
A pure Butler Texas Longhorn is a longhorn whose genetics trace back to only cattle originating in the herd of Mr. Milby Butler. This is a very simple statement to make but determining which cattle do indeed trace fully to the Butler herd has been far more complicated.

There are seven accepted subfamilies within the Butler bloodline. They are the herds of the Partlow family, F.M. Blackie Graves, the Meshell family, Ruel Sanders, Luman Holman, Forrest Lepper, and Virgil Shinn. Over the years all of these herds, except those of Lepper and Shinn, contained longhorns of non-Butler breeding in addition to their straight Butler animals. There are also Butler cattle which do not fall into these subfamilies. These would be found in herds such as J.W. Isaacs, the Wright family, and Pauline Russell. There also existed a group of animals which lived within these subfamilies and throughout the breed that were claimed to be straight Butler but which, as a result of paperwork mistakes, carried pedigrees that did not reflect their true genetic heritage. To determine which cattle did or did not trace fully to the original Butler herd, extensive and exhaustive research was done. Countless numbers of conversations and interviews with scores of people were conducted. Thousands of photos were viewed or taken. Pedigrees, personal notes, and records were examined. We saw everyone and everything that had a connection to Butler cattle. We heard facts, legends, lore, lies, theories, rumors, secrets, innuendo, and accusations. We have the testimony of the men that registered these cattle. It was concluded that there were in fact quite a few that were unquestionably straight Butler, many of which were some of Milby’s very best. If they were truly 100% Butler, shouldn’t they too be included in the bloodline? We said yes. In the end, one factor alone guaranteed acceptance as straight Butler: the brands. Unlike paperwork, which becomes separated from the animal, brands stay with the animal for life. And as any good cowman knows, brands tell a cow’s life story. If the brands identified it as Butler, then it was Butler. A Butler brand verified its true ancestry and simply reflected mistakes made at the time of registration, usually when the cattle were already mature. Anyone understanding the pitfalls and limitations of beginning a registry for a breed as diverse and old as the Texas longhorn can see how a breed that historically had survived for so long on their own, would have a family tree that would be hard to recreate and document. Many cattle regretfully were rejected because they did not have the proper brands to serve as irrefutable proof. What remains is a group of cattle which we can stand behind and know in our hearts are among the purest Butler Longhorns available.

Some would ask who are we to make such decisions and what gives us the right to do so. No one gave us the right, we stepped up and seized it. We are the Butler Breeders. We have always been Butler breeders. We bred and promoted straight Butler cattle while Texas Longhorn industry psychics and consultants predicted that pure Butler cattle were a fad that would not last; that was in the 1980’s. We’re still raising pure Butler cattle. We did the research and we did our homework. Your sale hosts alone have nearly 65+ years of commitment to this bloodline. Along with the help of other Butler breeders respected for their dedication to and knowledge of this bloodline, the Butler Breeder’s Invitational screening committee pledges to offer only the best representatives possible. This includes the rejection of animals that do not conform to the genetic and phenotypic criteria required. Simply having papers that reflect a straight Butler pedigree does not guarantee acceptance to this sale. Unfortunately, breeders that disagree with our standards may suggest impure motivation on our part. But for us, this is about the cattle, not about people. Our goal is to raise the finest, 100% genetically pure Butler Texas Longhorns possible so as to preserve this magnificent bloodline for the future. Butler cattle have been our love and our lives. We hope Mr. Butler would be proud.

If you would like to know more about the Butler Breeder’s Invitational or the Butler bloodline and to research Butler pedigrees, please visit our website: www.butlertexaslonghorns.com.

This Sale is Dedicated to

The Butler Texas Longhorn Breeders

&

To the Memory of

Mrs. Ruth Hoffman

&

Dr. Ed Shehee, Sr.

Thanks to Everyone who made this Sale possible.

May the Future of the Butler Bloodline Continue.

Catalog by: American Livestock Magazine, LLC